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Blender 2.70 has released and many people are asking for a pipeline named “FullSimaris”. A new team of Blender developers is working on this project. From Github: FullSimaris is a standalone Pipeline for the Blender 2.70 Add-on. FullSimaris implements a very generic method to achieve color grading. Color balancing in FullSimaris does not assume a specific color theory or color perception
model. It does not assume a particular color space and preserves a maximum degree of flexibility. So this color grading tool can be used for VFX color grading, movie color grading, color grading in games and a whole range of other use cases. It supports both RGB and LUT color spaces. It is based on a plugin architecture, so it is easy to extend and customise. FullSimaris uses Blender’s Python API as
a backend. It provides easy access to Blender’s native UI objects and enables a pluggable approach for all types of color grading. ... Project Status The color grading tool is still in early development, but is already usable and performant. The tool needs further polishing and integration into the Blender UI, but is a useful starting point for work in this area. Project Details FullSimaris is a new Pipeline. It
is released for testing purposes and is considered a BETA release. It does not run with the 2.74 development branch. If you are interested, the official thread is here: A: Yeah, I've been looking for a pipeline like that and have some rough guidelines and basic concepts. The most important thing you should try to do is to re-create the workflow that you had with GIMP and look for the workflow that you
had with those apps. GIMP and the color grading workflow is quite straight forward, once you know the workflow and convert your images with that workflow into the Blender workspace it should be pretty straightforward to get it up and running. I also came across a python tool that might help you along the way, but honestly this is just 82157476af
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